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of the British Admiralty. There I learned details about the
earliest Elizabethan ambitions to send ships over and round
the top of the world. . . ,
The spiritual ancestors of the Bolshevik polyarniki I (bund
had been the English merchant adventurers.
In the sixteenth century Portuguese and Spaniards had
occupied and monopolized the southern oceans. It was a
risky thing to butt in on them and try to snatch a slice from
the cake of discoveries for which they were just (hen
reaching out greedily.
To find an alternative route to India, which would save
the hot and stormy trip round the Cape, Columbus sailed
west. His journey was regarded as a failure. 'North
America revealed no treasure, no useful commodities but
fish.5 Soon it was found out that the spice island he had
discovered was really no half-way base on the journey to
Cathay at all, but a barrier blocking the road to the treasure
chamber of Asia.
But the century had set its heart on finding far-off lands,
full of sweet perfumes, silks and precious stones, of balms
and spices worth their weight in gold. Whoever found a
new route round the world, a shorter route to the Fairy
East—they thought would grow enormously rich, King,
tradesman, or nation.
In 1527 an English merchant who lived for a long time
in Seville, then centre of Spam's world-discovering activity,
wrote a memorandum to Henry VIII imploring him to
finance and godfather such enterprise. 'Most Excellent
Prince5, he addressed Henry, 'experience proveth that
naturally princes bee desirous to extend and enlarge their
dominions and Kingdomes. That natural inclination is
cause that scarcely it may be said there is any kingdomc
stable nor king quiet but that his owne imagination or
other princes his neighbours do trouble him.' After this
statement—as valid to-day as then—good Mr. Thornc
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